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IN THE COURT OF SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE(S)  

SONITPUR, TEZPUR 

 

G.R CASE NO.763/05 

Under Section:-394 IPC 

 

           State 

            -Vs- 

    Md. Majnur Ali      ...............accused.  

 

Present:-O. Mize, A.J.S 

Counsel appeared:- 

For the prosecution:- L.Hazarika. 

For the defense: -P.K.Sarmah.  

Evidence recorded on:-15.10.12 & 23.09.14.  

Argument heard on: - 04.08.15. 

Judgment delivered on: - 13.08.15. 

JUDGMENT 

               The case of the prosecution in brief is that, on 03.05.05 the 

informant Shri Tarun Mili lodged a F.I.R at Jamuguri P.S informing that, on 

02.05.05 accused Majnu Ali & Bhutia Ali attacked his brother Dhaneswar Mili with 

sharp weapon and injured his brother. The accused persons also fled away with 

the motorcycle of his brother. 
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               On receipt of the F.I.R, a case was registered and on completion of 

investigation, charge sheet was filed against accused Majnur Ali & Bhutia Ali u/s 

394 IPC.  

               The accused persons were summoned to stand trial. Accused Bhutia 

Ali could not be found and case against accused Bhutia Ali was split up and filed 

vide order dated 15.10.12 of split up case record. Copies of the relevant 

documents were furnished to the accused Majnur Ali. Charge u/s 394 IPC had 

been framed against accused Majnur Ali. The charge had been read over & 

explained to the accused person. The accused person pleaded not guilty and 

claimed to be tried. 

               In the course of trial prosecution examined seven witnesses and 

closed its evidence. The accused person was examined u/s 313 Cr.P.C in which 

he pleaded his innocence. The defense’s side did not adduce evidence. 

               I have heard the argument of ld.counsel for the accused person and 

also the ld.Asst.P.P for the state.                                                                               

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION 

1.           Whether the accused person voluntarily caused hurt to Dhaneswar 

Mili while committing robbery and thereby committed an offence punishable u/s 

394 IPC? 

DICISION WITH REASONS 

               In the present case, I have gone through the entire evidence on the 

record.  It appears from the evidence of Pws that, Pw1- Shri Tarun Mili, Pw3- 

Shri Umeswar Mili, Pw4- Shri Deba Kt. Mili, Pw5-Shri Khargeswar Mili, Pw6- Shri 

Deba Nathe & Pw7- Shri Bhugeswar Palag did not see the occurrence of the 

incident. 

Pw1 has deposed that he does not know the accused person. People 

informed him about the incident. He went to the place of occurrence and took 

her brother (Pw2) to the hospital. In the cross-examination, Pw1 has deposed 

that he heard that, accused Bhuteye Ali had assaulted his brother (Pw2). Pw3 
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has also deposed that, after hearing about the incident he went to the place of 

the occurrence and saw Pw2. In the cross-examination, Pw3 has deposed that he 

did not see the occurrence of the incident. 

Pw4 has also deposed that, he was not present at the place of 

occurrence of the incident. After hearing about the incident, he went to the place 

of the occurrence and saw Pw2. Pw5 has also deposed that, at the time of the 

occurrence of the incident, he was at his house and in the cross-examination, 

Pw5 has deposed that, he did not see the occurrence of the incident. 

Pw6 has also deposed that, at the time of the occurrence of the 

incident, he was at thoubhanga center. In the cross-examination, Pw6 has also 

deposed that he did not see the occurrence of the incident. Pw7 has also 

deposed that after hearing about the incident he went to the place of the 

occurrence and saw Pw2. 

Pw2- Shri Dhaneswar Mili is the victim of this case and he has 

deposed that, accused Buteya Ali attacked him with sharp weapon. Pw2 has not 

deposed about any hurt or injury caused by accused Majnur Ali. Pw2 has also 

deposed that he know accused Majnur Ali. At the time of the occurrence of the 

incident accused Buteya Ali was with an unknown person. So, it also appears that 

Pw2 has also not deposed that accused Majnur was with Buteya Ali.  

            Section 394 IPC provides that if any person in committing or in 

attempting to commit robbery voluntary causes hurt, such a person and any 

other person jointly concerned in committing or attempting to commit such 

robbery shall be punished with a term which may extend to 10 years and shall 

also be liable to fine.   Section 390 IPC says that, in all cases of robbery there is 

either theft or extortion. But, in this case Pw2 (victim) himself has not deposed of 

about any theft or extortion.  

   Therefore, it clear from the evidence of Pws that, the evidence of 

Pws does not in any manner satisfy the requirement of section 394 IPC. 

Therefore, the accused person cannot be held liable for the alleged offence. It is 

settled law that in a criminal trial the prosecution is required to prove its case 

http://indiankanoon.org/doc/764237/
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beyond all reasonable doubt. So, accused person is deserves for acquittal from 

this case.  

  ORDER  

               In the view of the above findings and decision, accused Majnur Ali is 

acquitted from the charge u/s 394 I.P.C. Set him at his liberty forthwith. The bail 

bond of accused person will be remained in force for six months from today. 

                Given under the hand and seal of this court.  

 

                                                               Sub-divisional Judicial Magistrate(S) 

                                                                             Sonitpur, Tezpur  
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APPENDIX 

Prosecution has examined the following witnesses:- 

Pw1- Shri Tarun Mili. 

Pw2- Shri Dhaneswar Mili. 

Pw3- Shri Umeswar Mili. 

Pw4- Shri Deba Kt. Mili. 

Pw5-Shri Khargeswar Mili. 

Pw6- Shri Deba Nathe. 

Pw7- Shri Bhugeswar Palag. 

Prosecution’s side has exhibited the following document:- 

Ext.1- FIR. 

Ext.1(1)- signature of Pw1. 

         Defense’s side has not examined any witness. 


